
 

   

By Andrew Burdan, BIAD Board Member/Milford Support 

Group Facilitator 

CHANGE. We know it happens, we know we need it, but we avoid it, sometimes at all 

costs. We’re comfortable with the status quo, even though we desire to break free from it, 

and “change”. Rarely does positive personal change happen suddenly, and without effort 

on our part. It comes through some type of REHABILITATION, or restructuring, and is 

not a rapid process, but can be quite a lengthy, time consuming progression. For many of 

us, rehabilitation, or self-improvement, has to be a conscious choice. We need to decide 

how serious the quest for change is, and just how much effort we are willing to put forth to obtain this desired 

goal. We create a plan of action, choosing what life skills to address, the order of importance, and the time 

frame required to create the “new me”. This is generally done by choice – we hope quality of life will improve if 

we succeed in our rehab efforts, but a complete reversal is not sought. That’s not always the case, though.  

What if the quest is not a choice for development, but rather a necessity for survival? This kind of 

rehabilitation requires a high degree of time and energy; those who experience it are unable to tend to their 

usual tasks. Frustration sets in as the mission of personal restructuring becomes the sole priority, where 

there once was a flexible list of them. Life is not as bright when regaining some semblance of who you once 

were is now your only choice. 

    Financial rehabilitation is not as dramatic as full-time physical rehab, but it demands a whole new 

approach to defining what is really important to you – and it’s not usually optional. Today more than ever, 

many live pay check to pay check, and depending on one job for basic financial survival. The sudden loss of 

this dependable income, and the prospects of a bleak re-employment climate can be viewed as a type of 

temporary disability. Recently I found myself in this very situation. Unpredictably, I was now in need of 

personal rehabilitation. Overnight I was forced to shift my priorities to fit these new circumstances. My 

perceived needs required serious consideration as to which ones were real.      

Dependable income, benefits and job satisfaction became my urgent desires. My years of career experience, 

trade skills and the host of personal contacts became my most valuable resources: however, another of my 
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President: James D. Mills, M.D. 
Dr. Jim Mills is a powerful advocate for individuals with brain injury.  He is 

Bayhealth’s chief neurosurgeon. In 2012, Dr. Mills and his wife Angie helped their 

daughter, Rebekah, plan and execute BIAD’s first annual BrainStrong 5K 

Walk/Run/Roll . The 2013 event doubled in participation. Dr. Mills and his family 

have become some of BIAD’s best champions; creating a buzz about our organization 

within the brain injury field and among athletes, supporting children’s concussion 

awareness activities, and bring amazingly positive energy to our organization 

Vice President: Sharon Lyons, MSN, FNP 
Sharon Lyons worked for A.I.duPont Hospital for Children (Nemours) for more than 

25 years.  She is highly respected in the field of pediatric rehabilitation; her work at 

Nemours helped thousands of Delaware’s children. In 2013, Sharon co-chaired the 

22nd Annual Brain Injury Conference and worked hard to find sponsors and 

exhibitors. Sharon brings her experience, innovation, and creativity to the Brain 

Injury Association of Delaware. We are grateful to count her as one of us; her “can-

do” attitude stimulates us all to fulfill our mission.  

Secretary: Tammy Clifton, M.A., CBIS 
Tammy Clifton works for the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation as a Vocational 

Counselor. Tammy earned her CBIS (Certified Brain Injury Specialist) certificate in 

2013 and has worked hard to advocate for individuals with brain injury in our state. 

She is a professional through and through, and has experience in many different 

aspects of brain injury. Tammy is an active member of the State Council of Persons 

with Disabilities’ Brain Injury Council (BIC). We are glad to have Tammy, her 

expertise, and her ability to organize.  

Treasurer: Linda J. Dene 
Linda Dene was recruited by Jim Mills to assist the Brain Injury Association of 

Delaware as it moves forward into 2014. Linda is an assertive professional with 

many years of accounting experience as a Controller and CFO prior to her move to 

Delaware. She is dedicated to the success of our organization and is a welcome new 

addition to our leadership team. Her straightforward energy is invaluable. 
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Restructuring: From the Editor 

By Tracey Landmann, M.A., Brainstorming Editor and Board Member 

 I hope that the recent “Self-Awareness” issue didn’t make anyone think 

finding identity is just too difficult.  Sure, it’s a challenge, but one we are all 

highly capable of meeting – and definitely one that is worth any hardship.  It 

is even harder (and perhaps even MORE rewarding) to rebuild an identity 

with the remnants of the old one, which has been refined by new perceptions 

and limitations, as well as fresh discoveries.   

 An identity is a precious thing; actually being able to rebuild yours is 

quite a feat.  People – and organizations – don’t always explore and revisit 

their resource and need lists. They are too tentative about the unknown to 

risk venturing into it.  Another aspect of this unknown: they are afraid they 

might not be able to use what they find or will damage themselves trying.   

“Improve, improve, improve” is the command shoved down our throats; we 

live with both eyes turned toward the future; often not remembering the need 

to keep one eye focused on who we are NOW in order to get there.    

 The intent of the last issue’s article writers was to make sure you never 

forget this message: discovering who you really are might seem like an overwhelming challenge, but it is definitely 

an achievable one.  Perhaps, instead of receiving that signal clearly, you were left with that vague truth – “the 

journey will be hard, but you can do it, and your world will be a better place when you do.” Maybe you even 

embarked on the voyage – did some soul-searching, discovered the inner you, found yourself, cliché, cliché, cliché…, 

We at “Brainstorming” feel it is our responsibility to follow up; to provide a roadmap for all these new paths we’re 

sending you on, because thrusting people into the wild with no navigational aids might be worse than encouraging 

them to stay in the safe incubators of present lives.   

 In this issue, “Restructuring,” we’re going to tell you what you can do to cultivate the idea of your current Self 

into a confident reality instead of relying completely on the past, and not finding it entirely supportive, what you 

can do to enable (or at least facilitate) the renewed search, and the courses of action most appropriate to you once 

there IS a definite you.  If you know what you want, you’re more likely to get it than if you don’t have a clear idea of 

that.  You are already working on what you really desire and why – let us help you with the how and where.  

Where There’s a Will, There’s a Way.  

By Esther Hofknecht Curtis, CBIS 

For most of 2012, I was VERY down in the dumps. I was overwhelmed: working two jobs – one at BIAD 

and one as a waitress. I barely made enough to pay my bills, my car was falling apart, and I felt like I never 

saw my kids. I was feeling run down all the time. My life was unsatisfying, I needed a full time job that 

provided adequate salary and health benefits, met my cognitive needs, and left me with time and energy for 

the other people in and advancement of my life. It became evident that then first step to getting one would be 

to get my education back on track. Although I had known this for quite some time, I saw barriers – both real 

and exaggerated – standing in my way. Regardless, the situation became so unpleasant that I had to do 

something about it. 

  Here’s the thing: going back to college when you are much older than most students, and your life is full 

of many more responsibilities, is scary. I already had an idea of the work that is involved without the added 

concerns. I had taken classes online for two years to get my associates degree, and it had really disrupted my 

life. During that time, I had no free weekends, and every night was spent in front of the computer. And the 

cost was astronomical. Yes, my Associates’ degree helped me get my job at BIAD, but it also cost me an arm 

and a leg. All of these negative pieces formed into a monstrosity of daunting work that scared me to death, 

and yet, my quality of life was so bad that I couldn’t tolerate it anymore. Fortunately, I realized things could 

have changed – for many reasons – and I knew it was time to find out what those things might be. 

  My decision to return to school came down to a realistic assessment of my situation. I had to ask myself 

some very blunt questions, like, Can I sustain this crazy life? Will my car last forever? Will I want to live in 

my crappy apartment forever? Will I ever be able to make it on my own if I don’t get up to speed? Will I be 

able to travel, enjoy life, and have some fun when I retire? Come to think of it, will I be able to retire at all? 

The answers to all of these questions was a resounding NO, and that’s when the motivation kicked in.  It 
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Loss of Will  

By James D. Mills, M.D., BIAD Board President 
 Have you ever had one of those days where you just feel like doing 
nothing? Certainly all of us have, but what happens when the days stretch into 
weeks and months; or if this becomes continuous. It’s easy to understand the 
concept of external motivation that is doing something for a reward (money?) 
or to avoid punishment (taxes?). But where does internal motivation arise 
from, and what happens when this is impaired or lost (aboulia)?    
 

Motivation 
 Motivation is the force which compels one to act towards certain 
goals.  Initial concepts of motivation were developed by psychologists, but 
recent advances in neurobiology have increased organic concepts of 
motivation. Abraham Maslow, an American psychologist, developed a 
hierarchy of motivation. The basic concept is that all humans attempt to satisfy 
any unfilled level. The five levels are: 

 Physiology , i.e. thirst, hunger, and sleep 

 Safety, i.e. shelter and security 

 Social, i.e. love and friendship 

 Self- Esteem and achievement 

 Self Actualization 
From a practical standpoint this means basic levels must be satisfied before 
moving onto higher levels, or putting in the effort to make sure that eating well 
and getting adequate sleep on a regular schedule, and nurturing relationships 
allows one to focus more energy on longer term goals.  
 As a neurosurgeon, I am motivated by attempting to understand the brain 
structures from which motivation arises. Using various techniques including 
functional MRI and single neuron recording, specific areas of the brain are now understood to play critical roles in each of these. 
For example, the hypothalamus is understood to be the center of physiologic motivation. Conversely, hypothalamic injury, which is 
common in severe brain injury, can lead to life threatening disruptions in thirst, hunger, and sleep behavior. Similarly the amygdala, 
nucleus accumbens, and ventral medial prefrontal cortex all have been shown to play central roles in higher levels of motivation. 
Specifically, the nucleus accumbens is a reward center, the amygdala is an avoidance center, and the ventral medial prefrontal cortex 
balances the two. Disturbances in these areas are closely associated with addiction.  
 

Aboulia 
 Aboulia is the loss of drive, behavior, or speech. The clinical features most commonly associated with aboulia are: 

 Difficulty in initiating and sustaining purposeful movements 

 Reduced spontaneous movement 

 Increased response-time to questions or commands 

 Passivity 

 Reduced emotional responsiveness and spontaneity 

 Reduced social interactions 

 Reduced interest in usual pastimes 
Injuries to the frontal lobe and the basal ganglia can interfere with an individual's ability to initiate speech, movement, and social 
interaction. Studies have shown that 5-67% of all patients with traumatic brain injuries and 13% of patients with lesions on their 
basal ganglia suffer from some form of diminished motivation. For example, rehabilitation is complicated when a patient is 
uninterested in performing tasks like walking despite being capable of doing so. 
 

Treatment 
 Most current treatments for aboulia are pharmacological, including the use of antidepressants. However, antidepressant 
treatment is not always successful and has opened up the door for alternative methods of treatment. The first step to successful 
treatment of aboulia is an evaluation of the patient's general medical condition and fixing the problems that can be fixed easily. This 
may mean controlling seizures or headaches, arranging physical or cognitive rehabilitation, or ensuring optimal hearing, vision, and 
speech. These elementary steps also increase motivation because improved physical status may enhance functional capacity, drive, 
and energy and thereby increase the patient's expectation that initiative and effort will be successful. 
 Hopefully, increased awareness of these concepts can assist both patients and caregivers in our daily practices. We can replace 
concepts and prejudices like “he is stubborn” or “she lacks will” with an empathy towards functional loss, and most importantly 

seek treatment options. 
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Dr. Jim Mills mans the grill after the                                  

2nd Annual BrainStrong Walk/Run/Roll                   

in September 2013. 
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By Jim Nowak 

 Most of us are familiar with the quote “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a 
lifetime.”  If your child receives a traumatic brain injury, your first instinct is to provide her or him with all the instant comfort possible. 
At first, of course, this is appropriate , but your behavior must change as the child enters new stages.  To watch the beloved little soul go 
through therapies  emotionally difficult  experiences and several kinds of rehabilitation – knowing that the child must go through hardship 
to eventually have a better life – and that your soothing comfort is only helpful to a certain point, is traumatic in a whole different way.  
Here, a daughter-father teams speaks of both types.  

 

Tori’s Tale: Learning to Fish 

 I was ten years old and played in two soccer tournaments on November 9th, and was on my way to a football game with my family.  
Suddenly, my world turned upside down (car accident).  I was rushed to a hospital when my family found out I have a traumatic brain 
injury , and I had also broken my left femur.  I had to learn everything again: walking, breathing, people’s faces, the education background 
I had, etc.  At first, I was in a coma; I was being ‘given the fish’ for about a month. There was no other option. I breathed through a 
ventilator and ate through a tube 

 About a month later, I started learning everything again on my own.  I was released from the hospital about 6 months later.  In the 
time since, I matured to my old self (and progressed onward).  I am now 20 years old. I am still having difficulty with a lot of things.  I get 
random memories back occasionally, and still have a hard time with short term memory.  While I was in the hospital, my biggest goal was 
to go back to public school. I achieved that; then while I was at school, I ended up falling down and got a few other concussions.  I got 
sent back to the hospital and had to go through the entire process again. 

 Now, I am in college, taking it slower than most other college students.  My brain does not allow me to remember everything that 
comes with a full course load. Some days are really great, while others are not easy, but I push through them like I always have. I just keep 
working towards improving.  

 The thing that keeps me going is that I can laugh at myself when everything doesn’t go as I thought it would.  There are always new 
ways to try old things and plenty of new things to try. If I look back to where I was and then to where I am now, I am impressed with 
myself.  I am never going to stop fishing. 

 

Jim’s View: Not giving a fish is harder than I ever 
imagined 

 Parents have a way of using maxims with no thought of 
the truth in them.  On a brisk autumn day, I learned this 
firsthand.  I’d always been tough on my kids, expected their 
best and taught them to never give up.  Well, nearly eleven 
years had gone by and I saw them do just that.  After an auto 
accident sent our world tumbling and stumbling from one 
challenge to another, time and again they rose to the challenge. 

 I’ve done my best to help and support them and that has 
proven to have its own challenges.  Watching your precious 
daughter work and fight to regain her life is something no one 
should have to do.  Many times I’d have to restrain from 
lending a hand or easing her pain.  Some days were harder than 
others.  Image being the only person with the strength to 
forcefully bend her legs into her wheelchair.  The CRACK of 
her joints, the tears (hers and mine), and the faces of the nurses 
are images I’ll never forget.  Yet, those days gave way to the 
evening she would want to go to the lounge to get out of her 
room.  Fatigued from the days therapies, she could only walk 
part of the way.  Each night pressing for just a few more steps 
provided the means for today’s long hikes through her college 
campus. 

 Today’s tests are different.  How to navigate through 
bureaucracies, dealing with professors, boyfriend, and 
roommates and no less vexing.  The determination and work 
ethic instilled so many years ago have proven invaluable.  
Those rough days and sleepless nights have sown the seeds for 
the successes of today; success could never have been realized 

without those fishing lessons. 

 

What Do You Do If Your Child is Injured? 
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greatest assets that I could utilize was flexibility. Similar to experiencing a physical disability, I would have 

to be able to adjust to continuously shifting circumstances. The list of my critical “resources” had to match the 

reorganization of my actual needs, as well as what the current job market was offering.  Some points on this 

list that at first glance seemed insignificant, became more important according to the opportunities available. 

In addition, I had to be keenly aware of just what my true strengths and weaknesses were. Just as in physical 

rehab, I would have to use what I could do best to get to what else I wanted to do well. 

For many years I have worked with individuals with various types of disabilities, and this opportunity has 

been an invaluable learning experience. Few can teach us the lessons of coping with change quite like those 

who have had to overcome life challenges. I understand far more about goal evaluation and overcoming 

obstacles from these encounters than I would have in other employment settings. The challenge for me now is 

to adapt these learned skills to my present situation.  

No matter the type of rehabilitation: physical, job-related or corporate all will require resolve, re-

evaluation, patience and the efforts of many towards a common goal. I learned very quickly that I needed to 

look at other forms of rehabilitation in order to enable the success of my own. 

Change by Any Other Name (continued from cover page) 

Advertise in “Brainstorming”… Spread the Word 
Help us continue to tell these amazing stories.  

We offer affordable ads for companies of all shapes and sizes. 

Call 1-800-411-0505 for a copy of our current ad rates. 
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 BIAD’s founding member, Eve V. Tolley, passed from this life on February 8, 2014.  She had 

been struggling with an illness and passed away at the Delaware Hospice Center in Milford, 

Delaware. Eve was 80 years old.  

 Eve founded the Brain Injury Association of Delaware (BIAD) with other family members in 

the late 1980’s. She went on to help establish Peach Tree Acres, Delaware’s only assisted living 

facility for individuals with brain injury. Eve was well known for opening her arms and her home 

to people in need. If a perfect stranger needed a place to stay while their family member was in the 

hospital, Eve would be the first person to take them in. In the early days of BIAD, Eve operated a 

family help line out of her own kitchen and would talk to just about anybody who needed help or 

encouragement. Local hospital social workers would give Eve’s name to people who suffered a 

traumatic brain injury as the first line of contact. Eve’s generosity knew no bounds. 

 Eve ran the Sussex and Kent county support groups for many years and was known for 

providing delicious baked goods at her support group meetings. Eve will long be remembered by 

many of our legislators for her tenacity while advocating for people with brain injury and their 

caregivers. She used her connections within the community to strengthen the support networks for 

families who been affected in some way by traumatic brain injury.  

 Eve’s vision for Delaware and the impact of her advocacy work was significant. Her work 

provided guidance to our Board of Directors and Advisory Board for many years. Her influence on 

the organization can still be felt today.  

 Eve’s presence in Delaware as a leader, mentor, and advocate will be sorely missed. Thank 

you, Eve, for your efforts on our behalf. You were one in a million. 

In Memoriam: Eve Tolley, BIAD Founder 

Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) Facts & Statistics from the CDC 
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a serious public health problem in the 
United States. Each year, traumatic brain injuries contribute to a 
substantial number of deaths and cases of permanent disability. 
Every year, at least 1.7 million TBIs occur either as an isolated injury 
or along with other injuries.  

Children aged 0 to 4 years, older adolescents aged 15 to 19 years, 
and adults aged 65 years and older are most likely to sustain a TBI.  

Almost half a million (473,947) emergency department visits for TBI 
are made annually by children aged 0 to 14 years. 

Adults aged 75 years and older have the highest rates of TBI-related 
hospitalization and death. 

Facts from the CDC (2014) 
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By Tracey Landmann, M.A., Brainstorming Editor and Board Member 

 In the previous issue, we focused on self-awareness.  In this issue, the emphasis is how to plan for the new one 

you are going to create.  In BIAD’s quest to find out what we need in order to become our best, we are looking very 

closely at the ones that will benefit you .We ALL need to know who we are in order to become who we want to be to 

ourselves and to the community we live in. 

 When you have become so incredibly aware of your presence in the world at this very moment, are you going to 

radiate the attitude toward others who can benefit from your new perspective on, in, and all about – YOU?!  BIAD 

must.  Some say we all should, at some level or other. First, we need to strengthen US. 

 I’m talking MINDFULNESS TRAINING.  Do you have what it takes to know who you are? To know your 

positive self in the present moment?  Are you able to significantly reduce your stress, increase your attention span, 

sharpen your general awareness, and even rev up your short-term memory?  YES!!! And if you think this concept is 

only applicable to the adult TBI survivor, READ ON.  There’s a whole page of this piece dedicated to Mindfulness 

training for the younger set. All this fabulousness for everyone! 

 It’s time to ponder how this is all going to happen, because devoting time to the process is the key to a door 

that leads to achievement of the desired outcome.  Actually, a door doesn’t lead anywhere.  Going through a door 

enables you to get on a path, and the path to mindfulness is fraught with rest stops...rest stops with vending 

machines. You get to collect things along the way, but you have to pay for them.  

 Before you check out the rest areas listed below, remember this PROCESS.   Don’t listen to what your bruised 

brain bits are telling you.  As far as restructuring goes, listening to that part of you is what we need to do. You’ve 

got to get to one rest stop at a time, starting with the first, and when you’ve got that one down, you’ll be ready to 

take on the next one. Mindfulness-based training has been adjusted to fit so many populations and all the 

permutations alter brain chemistry significantly.  There are incredible changes in stress, depression, clarity, 

memory – everything but the kitchen sink – so read on and think about this; how aware of yourself and the world 

do you want to be? 

Rest Stop One: Ability to Create New Categories 

 The great (and oft quoted) cognitive psychologist Jerome Bruner once said “All perceptual experience is 

necessarily the end product of a categorization process.”  I think he meant you’ve got to start identifying a person, 

object, or even situation, by putting it in a certain grouping, like saying “this is a rotten kind of person” and then 

piling on assumptions about the rotten group you filed that person into.  Or maybe if you feel you need or want 

something, someone, or a certain circumstance, you are going to put it into a category of a higher value to you than 

one which contains things irrelevant to your life.  A mindful person is going to be able to file things into categories 

based on more than assumptions she/he previously held.  Think: “Keep an Open Mind” 

Rest Stop Two: Openness to New Information 

 As the mindful person is still in Open Mind Mode after resuming a journey, eventually reaching Stop Two, he/

she is receptive to new information about the world and what fills it.  That person will not pack information into 

the mental groupings that were previously set in concrete; instead, he will put them into new files or even into the 

“to be filed” area, having left this new data unassigned. 

Rest Stop Three: Awareness of More than One Perspective 

 Not only has the mindful individual made his own viewpoint one of multiple angles, but he realizes other 

people may see only one facet or possibly several ones that are totally different from his own. For instance, when 

arguing over a problem, it might dawn on a mindful guy that the person he is fighting with is thinking about a very 

different issue that appears to be the same one on the surface. 

Rest Stop Four: Attention to Process 

 As I wrote before, it is far easier to get to a result if you know all the mini goals you have to reach in order to 

achieve it.  That is what mindful people do.  Very important:  thinking about the steps has nothing to do with 

dwelling on them or becoming fixated on one piece of the process. Fixing one element means you’ll never make the 

finish line.                   

Rest Stop Five: Trusting in One’s Own Intuition 

 This one is about mystically, magically knowing something without the use of rationalization; just having a 

gut feeling, and having faith it will pay off.  This rest stop is, perhaps, the most challenging one for some people 

with TBI – because the overflow from the amygdale – and other process-inhibiting areas – is twisting information.  

But what did I write a few paragraphs ago?  The journey to mindfulness is on a path with FIVE essential areas.  

You can’t have the late ones without the early ones, and there are plenty of potholes in between. (Continued on 

page 16)  

Mindfulness for All Survivors of TBI 
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 I have another psychologist’s phrase to quote “I suppose it is tempting, if the only tool you have is a hammer, 

to treat everything as if it were a nail.”  Mindfulness training empowers you to fill your one box with various tools 

while you are thinking outside your other box.  

 Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT-TBI) - an eight week program –is even more beneficial for us 

survivors. General mindfulness significantly reduces depression, endows one with more positive energy, reduces 

health problems and enables looking at things in a clear way – from several viewpoints.  For many TBI survivors, 

this could be restated as “It eliminates some of the junk that makes everything difficult, if not impossible.” As 

everyone knows, the elimination of junk clears the path for getting rid of more. 

 You can get tangible evidence of this.  A functional MRI will show you what is going on in your brain. After a 

short time of formal – and informal – mindfulness meditations, self-reflective thinking, and conscious concentration 

on the present, your fight-or-flight controller (amygdale) shrinks in volume, while your parietal – temporal   

junction, which tells you how to be aware of yourself, increases.  All kinds of neural Photoshopping goes on.  And 

YOU are the image editor. 

 Of course, this is a process.  There are many qualities necessary to the success of Mindfulness training that BI 

survivors might not have.  The first step, in those cases, is to cultivate these qualities the best you can.  Then we 

move on, one gold brick in the path at a time. 

 As to medical professionals and caregivers benefitting from mindfulness training, and passing those benefits 

on to the survivors in their lives, a person understands the value of approaching a problem from several different 

ways, might he/she be better able to solve it?  If a person is not burnt out, washed out, just plain frustrated from 

the complications and quantity of tasks, is it possible he or she will do a better job with individual crises?  It’s a 

definite “yes!”  Get some mindfulness in your life.  Many health care organizations have programs going now, and 

many more are developing these. 

 If your initial search for programs reveals those only for the over 18 crowd, don’t give up hope!  The next page 

is a portal to the world of kids not having to wait. 

(continued on page 22) 

Donate now!!  
Go to www.biade.org 

and use our online 

payment form or  

send a check to  

BIAD, P.O. Box 1897, 

Dover DE 19903. 

Mindfulness (continued from page 15) 

Comforting Solutions for In-Home Care 

Comfort Keepers® 
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dawned on me: I have so many more resources than I had the first time I attended school!  I have much more 

research experience and ability to solve problems now, just to name two.        

 I was like a woman on fire. I researched numerous online universities and colleges, and dug through the 

fine print on tuition costs. Everything was more expensive than I could ever dream of paying. For a few days, 

I found nothing that seemed appropriate in terms of affordability and coursework. Frustrated, I decided to 

seek help from others. I posted something on Facebook about not being able to find an affordable online 

degree program, and one of my Facebook friends replied with an article from the New York Times entitled My 

priceless dirt cheap education, which profiled Thomas Edison State College and its myriad of online programs. 

I instantly felt drawn to their Bachelors of Science in Organizational Leadership program and I started 

exploring the registration process. All but six of my credits would be accepted from my previous coursework. 

The price was right and the program was right. 

 The next challenge was how to pay for my courses. Since I’d invested some time already, I decided to dig 

further, and I found that I had more resources available to me than I thought. I discovered that I was eligible 

for more grants because my tax status had changed. Another nice surprise: the registration process had been 

streamlined; most of the paperwork, including the federal student loan forms (previously a nightmare) was 

now done online with a digital signature. With a little bit of research, the idea of returning to college became 

less of a hassle and more of a possibility. 

 I did ALL the footwork (which got hairy at times) and got myself enrolled with a start date of April 1. 

This also happened to be the week of the BIAD Conference. I was afraid the work load and various stressors 

would be overwhelming. It’s almost like the universe was saying, “Let’s see how much more we can pile onto 

her before her legs break.” I was half-crazed by the end of the week, but my first assignments were turned in 

on time, and I got high marks on all of them.   

 My point is that I was so wrapped up in my daily life limitations that I couldn’t get a handle on potential 

and reality. Until I stepped back and looked at myself, my situation, and my goals, I didn’t have the full desire 

and drive to return to school. Sure, I knew school was an option, but I didn’t realize it was a necessity. As soon 

as I understood the importance of my continuing education, I found ways and resources I didn’t know were 

there. Once I had the desire to make it work, I made it work. Where there’s a will, there’s a way. 

 Many times I am the biggest real barrier standing in the way of my own path forward. The moment that I 

stop saying no to myself, I’m amazed at how many options and avenues become available to me.« 

 Esther Hofknecht Curtis, CBIS, works as the Community Liaison for Point of Hope Adult Day Services in 

New Castle and in Smyrna, Delaware. She is helping to develop Point of Hope's Brain Injury Clubhouse in 

both locations. She can be reached at ecurtis@pointofhope1.com or via phone at (302) 731-7676. 

Where There’s a Will, There’s a Way.  (Continued from page 4) 

The Brain Injury Association of Delaware (BIAD) is actively recruiting 

board members, advisory board members, and volunteers to assist in 

the growth of the organization.  

Please contact Rusty Sheridan at 1-800-411-0505 to find out more 

about the specialized needs of the organization.  

BIAD’s 20+ year legacy of providing education and resources to Dela-

wareans with brain injury can only continue because of the hard work 

of people who care about our mission. Choose to help us grow.  

mailto:ecurtis@pointofhope1.com
tel:%28302%29%20731-7676
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You may honor or memorialize a loved one 

or friend through a gift to BIAD. You will 

receive confirmation of your donation, and 

a letter will be sent to the family or person 

designated informing them of your 

donation in their name. Please send your 

name and address, the name and address of 

the person/family to whom the letter should 

be sent, and the name of the individual you 

wish to honor or memorialize. The amount 

of the gift is not revealed.  

 

We would like to thank the following 

individuals and organizations who have 

made contributions to the Brain Injury 

Association of Delaware during 2013. 

Thank you for helping to serve Delaware by 

supporting BIAD’s mission! 

 

In Memory of 

John W. Klein II 

Mr. & Mrs. Ed Barlow 

Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Deale, Jr. 

Rita J. Fry 

Mary Glass 

Mr. & Mrs. John Goodier & Kelly 

Alice M. Hypes 

Norma K. Maher 

C.M. McGinnis 

Pam Worrall 

 

In Memory of  

Edward J. Williams, Sr. 

Mr. & Mrs. John Akester 

Mr.& Mrs. Norman Basher 

Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Brooks 

Charmayne Busker 

Patricia W. Carothers 

Mr. & Mrs. Dale Empet 

Karene & Timothy Fisher 

Mr. & Mrs. John Goodier 

Martha W. Johnson 

Nancy H. Maynard 

Margaret T. Morris 

Pencader Grants No. 60 

Susquehanna Greenway Partnership 

Jerry S. Walls, FAICP 

 

In Honor of  

John & Margie Goodier 

Matthew Goodier 

 

In Memory of  

Richard Michael 

Mary F. Michael 

 

In Memory of 

Delores Langley Solberg 

Richard C. McCorkle 

Judith Carey Moore 

Palmira Snape 

 

 

 

In Memory of 

Beverly Slicer 

Dina H. Appleby 

Mr. & Mrs. Norman Basher 

Ruth Neal Dixon 

Marilee H. Mullet 

Mary J. O’Donald  

Patricia Seraphin 

Cynthia Timko 

 

In Memory of Rhoena N. Williams 

Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Bristow 

Dale & Mararet Empet 

Stan & Kathy Guest 

Alice Horvath 

Christine V. King 

Nancy H. Maynard 

New Castle Pomona Grange #1 

Jamee & Paul Newman 

Pencader Grange #60 

Philip W. Pierson 

 

6th Annual Crab Feast  

Sponsors 

Ann H. Anderson 

Chesapeake Utilities 

Edwin Nutter 

Point of Hope 

Cindy Williams 

 

2nd Annual BrainStrong  

Walk/Run 

Edward Alexander MD, Trauma Ctr. 

Aloe & Carr, PA 

Ameridan Therapy & Rehab. 

Bayhealth Medical Center 

Chic-fil-A Camden 

Downstate DE Striders & Riders 

Fitness Solutions LLC 

Globus Medical, Inc. 

Jungle Gym Rehab 

Hotel Monte Carlo 

Mr. & Mrs. Frank McSweeney 

Orthodonics on Silver Lake 

Some Guy’s Bagels 

Tre Sorelle Dolce 

 

3rd Annual Embellish Your Mellon 

Katie & Jason Anderson 

Dr. B. N. Bautista 

Mr. & Mrs. David Blauer 

Central DE Speech & Language 

Pathology 

Mr. & Mrs. Justin Connor 

Healthcare Practice Mgmt. Inc. 

Neil S. Kaye, M.D., P.A. 

Sharon Lyons 

 

Brainstorming Newsletter Advertisers 

& Sponsors 

A.I. DuPont Hospital for Children 

Bayhealth Medical Center 

Christiana Care Health Services 

DSAAPD 

Easter Seals 

Kimmel, Carter, Roman & Peltz Law 

KSI Inc. 

Peach Tree Acres 

Point of Hope 

Joseph Romano Law Offices 

Success Rehab  
 

2013 Conference Scholarships 

Rebecca Bolt 

Susan T .Guiteras 

Suzanne Pfeiffer 

Joseph L. Romano, Esq. 

Rusty Sheridan 

Tim Walker, Success Rehab 
 

In Honor of Wedding of 

Mirko Bajlovic & Megan Cook 
 

Donations 

Alpha Delta Chapter/Beta Sigma Phi 

Rebecca Bolt 

Cedric Landogg Organization 

Tammy Clifton 

Esther Hofknecht Curtis, CBIS 

Marjorie Doscher 

First State Headquarters 

Evan Higgins, Kings Collee 

Lisa Furber 

Rusty Grzybowski 

Mary Anne Hemmingsen 

Dr. Neil S. Kaye 

Dr. Daniel J. Keating 

Laffey-McHugh Foundation 

Michael Landmann 

Tracey Landmann 

Christine Long 

Sharon Lyons 

Janet Stayton-Lynch 

Beth McGinn 

Denis McGlynn, Dover Downs 

John Maieron 

Peggy Mullen 

Theresa Pierantozzi 

Monita Patel 

Dr. Julia Punderson 

Joseph L Romano, Esquire 

Eve Tolley 

Laura Lee O. Wiley 

 

 

 

Without these valuable contributors, our 

mission could not continue.  

 

Thank you. 

 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Brain Injury Association of Delaware 

Our Generous Contributors 
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Board of Directors  
President: James D. Mills, M.D.  

Vice President: Sharon G. Lyons, MSN, FNP 

Treasurer: Linda J. Dene 

Secretary: Tammy Clifton, M.A., CBIS 

Andrew Burdan, CBIS 

Felicia Connor, Psy.D. 

Elisabeth (Lisa) Furber, M.S. 

Howard H. Hitch 

Michael J. Lamond 

Mike Murray 
 

Advisory Board 
Kati Anderson, M.S., CCC-SLP 

Nancy Bartuska, O.T., CBIS 

Glenwood Brooks, Ph.D. 

Robert Corsa 

Jane Crowley, Psy.D. 

Devon Dorman 

Neil S. Kaye, M.D., P.A. 

Tracey Landmann, M.A. 

Marilyn “Rusty” Sheridan 

Tiffany Stewart, M.Ed., CBIS 

Timothy Walker, CBIS 

Nora B. Walstrum, M.A., CCC-SLP, CBIS 

Maria Zakula, M.A., CBIS 
 

Staff 
Administrative Assistant:  

Marilyn “Rusty” Sheridan 
 

Editorial Team 
Editor: Tracey Landmann  

Marilyn “Rusty” Sheridan 
 

The newsletter “Brainstorming” is published by the Brain Injury Association of Delaware (BIAD). 

BIAD is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization to which donations are fully tax-deductible.  

 

Our Mission 
The Brain Injury Association of Delaware (BIAD) is an affiliate of the Brain Injury 

Association of America (BIAA). BIAD is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to create 

a better future through brain injury prevention, research, education, and advocacy. 
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BIAD is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization with a 

mission to  create a better future through brain 

injury prevention, education, advocacy and support. 

We provide programs throughout Delaware for 

people living with brain injury. 

The Brain Injury Association of Delaware (BIAD)             

is headquartered in Dover, Delaware,                                   

serving the entire state.  

 

We are located at 

840 Walker Road, Suite A 

Dover, DE 19904 

 

Our mailing address is 

P.O. Box 1897 

Dover, DE 19903 

 

Our toll-free Family Helpline is  

1-800-411-0505 

 

Find out more about BIAD and our                              

programs online at www.biade.org. 
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Our Services 
Support Groups 
Support groups meet monthly except for December and are open to survivors, caregivers, families, friends, and health 

care professionals. Some groups may elect to meet in December. Please call the phone numbers listed for more 

information on the specific groups. 
 

Kent County 6:00 PM, Second Tuesday 

Community Legal Aid Society Building 

840 Walker Road, Large Conference Room, Dover, DE  

Facilitator: Various  Phone: 1-800-411-0505 
 

New Castle County 6:30 PM Third Thursday 

A.I. duPont Hospital for Children,1600 Rockland Road, Wilmington, DE. 

In case of bad weather, listen to WDEL (1150 AM).  

Facilitator: Sharon Lyons (302) 747-4506 
 

Milford Support Group 1:00 PM Third Wednesday 

Kent Sussex Industries (KSI). Meet in Break Room 

301 Rehoboth Blvd., Milford, DE.  

Facilitator: Andrew Burdan (302) 604-2554 
 

Veterans Support Group, 1 to 3 PM, Second Wednesday 

American Legion Post 8, 673 N. Bedford St., Georgetown, DE 19947 

Facilitator:  Robert Corsa (302) 933-0119 
 

Sussex County (Ages 16-35) 6:30 PM, Second Monday 

McCurry Conference Center, Medical Arts. Bldg. 

John J. Williams Hwy. (Rt. 24), Rehoboth Beach 19971 

Facilitators: Mike & Barb Murray (856) 297-0516 
 

Salisbury Second Tuesdays, 6:00 PM, Second Tuesday  

Chesapeake Rehab (HealthSouth), Employees Dining Room 

Rt. 50 & Tilghman Road, Salisbury, MD 

Facilitator: Dr. Glen Brooks - Phone: 1-800-938-4600 
 

Call BIAD headquarters for more information on any or all of these support groups at 1-800-411-0505 or visit our web 

site at www.biausa.org/Delaware/bia.htm.  
 

 

Family Helpline 
BIAD provides a toll-free Family Helpline which is available to people who need guidance to services following their 

injury. Call 1-800-411-0505 to speak to a member of our staff.  

 

Resource Directory 
BIAD maintains an 80+ page Resource Directory for individuals with brain injury. This document is available for 

download on our web site or by request, and provides a comprehensive guide to brain injury services in Delaware. 

 

Upcoming Events 
Tickets for all of BIAD’s events may be purchased on our web site (www.biade.org) using credit or debit cards. 

 

Save the Date! 
BIAD Annual Conference will be held at Dover Downs on Thursday, March 13, 2013 with a reception the evening of 

March 12th. 
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(continued from page 16)  

I am a survivor of a TBI that occurred when I was sixteen.  This was  back in the dark ages of brain injury, 

when a young person thus afflicted spent time in a hospital or two, had some courses of therapy, either recovered 

fully or perhaps not – end of story.  My ‘recovery’ was, on the surface, good enough to propel me back into normal 

society, allow me to get a good education and proceed as relatively desired.  No one (least of all me) thought I might 

have BI issues that would continue affecting the quality of life as I wanted to know it. If only I had been able to un-

derstand that everyone involved in the rehabilitation of a young survivor has the power and can contribute to the 

quality of that child’s future. I wish I could have learned early on to better organize and control my life. 

That’s what one learns about in Mindfulness training. An adult brain is usually capable of processing some or 

all of the information necessary to be mindful.  But what about a brain that is younger—not fully developed yet?  

The tangible evidence Mindfulness can alter your approach to life - and brain activity -  in ways desperately needed 

by most brain injury survivors makes me very wistful it wasn’t well-known when I first began to realize my venge-

ful  little brain was throwing up as many roadblocks as was the outside world. I am positive Mindfulness would 

have greatly assisted in my mental development and eased many emotional difficulties my altered brain was using 

to interfere with intellectual progress.  In the years since that time, the startling documentation of Mindfulness-

based health improvements and more directly, neurofeedback changes, have made quite an impression on the resi-

dents of this increasingly busier planet, especially those who have more knowledge than just my opinion.  These 

people also wonder: why not vanquish all the TBI survivor demons when they are young, before the complications 

of life uncover new barriers, barriers which might be rendered smaller or even nonexistent? Can’t principles of 

Mindfulness be applied to programs for TBI-affected children at all function levels? 

      Mindfulness programs have indeed been developed to improve the lives of youth.  The creators of these find 

ways around the unfinished cognitive development, sharpening awareness, fostering focus, cultivating empathy, 

and otherwise making life easier for everyone. Recent research is calling old ideas about judgment abilities into 

question anyway – the different forms of rationalizing that exist according to maturity level depend more on out-

side variables than realized before. We are also discovering every day how those with developmental “disabilities” 

can  process information previously believed impossible, if that data is presented in a manner understandable to 

the individual.  

 There is so much to be said for the Mindful approach when it comes to training a person to manipulate cogni-

tive responses appropriate to environment and activity.  If a child lacks the qualifiers required to embrace the prin-

ciples of this perspective:  

-Ability to create new categories 

-Openness to new information 

-Attention to process rather than outcome only 

-Trusting on one’s own intuition 

 Those skills must, if possible, be nurtured to enable the pediatric TBI survivor to achieve enough benefit from 

Mindfulness training to lead him or her to a new platform of function, one where more potential  for travelling to 

another may exist. Who is to nourish those abilities? There are so many environmental factors that can either 

stimulate or stagnate a child’s journey.  The people integral to the child’s development and rehabilitation are the 

most significant of these. 

 Imagine the scene:  this poor kid spends all his or her time surrounded by a world bent on rehabilitating 

him/her.  There is nothing else more significant to the child than the child, and the world from which he learns is 

pushing “fix the negatives for the sake of the future.”   

 If the medical professionals, caregivers and survivors could take some time to focus on that child’s positive at-

tributes that exist in the very moment in which he/she is living, if they can radiate their own beliefs in the Now in 

which they live, that traumatic brain injury would, I bet, be a whole lot less traumatic.  A positive with potential 

can only lead to a future with more. * 
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TheTBI TrustFund: Delaware is  

Noticing the Need  

 The state legislature has graciously provided funding for an "SFY 14 interim TBI Fund." It is a pilot pro-

gram with a very limited amount of funds ($40,000 with no guarantee of continuation of funding after deple-

tion). We hope that by showing the fund's positive impact upon the lives of recipients, the State Council for 

Persons with Disabilities (SCPD) will be able to demonstrate the need for a permanent TBI Trust Fund. 

Money would be used for items or services that the individual has not been able to receive through other pro-

grams or services, or cannot afford out of pocket. The application  (please call the BIAD office for information 

about procuring this) lists examples of these types of services: home modifications, environmental modifica-

tions, driver rehabilitation, assistive technology, attendant services, etc. Applications can be submitted either 

in person at the State Council for Disabilities Office in Dover, by postal mail, or by email.  

Contact information for SCPD is:  

Kyle Hodges, Director 

 State Council for Persons with Disabilities, Margaret O'Neill Building, 410 Federal Street - Suite 1, Dover, 

DE   19901 Phone: (302) 739-3620  kyle.hodges@state.de.us   

Support the Survivors of 

Traumatic Brain Injury. 

tel:%28302%29%20739-3620
mailto:kyle.hodges@state.de.us
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Make a donation today! There are many ways to give to 

BIAD. Choose your level of support, give to a specific 

program, or help us raise money for our endowment! 

 

Join BIAD as a member. Our members receive 

discounts on many of our events, receive Brainstorming 

and What’s Happening, and get a subscription to BIAA’s 

magazine The Challenge. Members also have voting 

rights. BIAD members are so important to our continued 

growth! (Use the form below.) 

 

Give to a specific program. Sponsor a survivor at the 

BIAD Art Club, donate to Sonny’s Scholarship Fund to 

pay for registrations at social and educational events, or 

pay program fees for survivors. You can even sponsor the 

newsletter you’ve just finished reading: Brainstorming. 

Help us grow our endowment. In 2011, BIAD is 

working to build an endowment in order to sustain its 

operations for years to come. We need $10,000.00 to begin 

this investment. 

 

If you would like to give, go to www.biade.org or 

call 1-800-411-0505. We can help you make the choice 

that’s right for you. We accept cash, checks, and 

credit/debit card donations on our web site. 

 

Donations to BIAD are tax deductible. BIAD is a 

501(c)(3) nonprofit with a mission to create a better future 

through brain injury prevention, research, education, and 

advocacy.  

HELP US GROW! 


